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**School Code : 40009047**

**IEEE- Computer Society, MJCET Student Branch Chapter :**
With more than 30 student members, we have initiated IEEE-Computer Society at MJCET campus. The main idea behind establishing this new chapter is to make all the Computer Science and Information technology students abreast of technology and maintain and edge over others. Heads of all departments were invited with complete faculty of computer science dept. The hall was full of crowd and inaugural was a great success. We released I-ZINE, a magazine of MJCET Student Branch by IEEE CS which puts all the members aware of what’s going on around them and it’s a way to reach all our members with power of words.

**Event details:**
Date: 23th July (Saturday), 2011
Venue: MJCET Seminar Hall
Timings: 10.00 A.M. to 12.00 P.M.

**Chapter Advisor:**
Mrs. Maniza Hijab – Associate Professor of MCA, MJCET

**Branch counselor:**
Dr. Kaleem Fatima – H.O.D of ECED, MJCET

**Computer Society Excom:**
Moiz Abdul Shaik : Chairman
B.S Fahad Ahmed : Vice Chairman
Ch. Swathi : General Secretary
M.M Hassan : Joint Secretary (Documentation)
Azam Charaniya : Joint Secretary (Membership development)
Ehab Abdul Rahman Shariff : Joint Secretary (Technical work)
Mohd. Rafiq Ahmed : Treasurer
The event commenced with the inauguration of the Computer Society student chapter, which was done by the chief guest, Mr. Aditya Rao.

All the students of CSE and IT witnessed the event. More than 120 students attended the ceremony.
After the speeches of the branch advisor and principal, Mr. Aditya Rao, chairman of IEEE-Computer Society Chapter, Hyderabad section brought to light benefits of computer society and how the world is becoming competitive and how we need to maintain an edge over others to sustain in the IT industry.

We released a Magazine for all members of MJCET Student Branch called I-ZINE, a monthly magazine released at MJCET - SB IEEE Computer Society.
It was followed by two guest lecturers one by Mr sanjay kumar singh, vice president of Rofus india, who gave seminar on cloud computing and how the industry is making a drift towards cloud and the need for us to think about it. It was an very informative session followed by question and answer session

Sanjay Kumar Singh has 13 years of a experience in the field of building engineering team, project management, design, development and maintenance of software products. Sanjay Singh started his career with Expert Software Consultants in 1998 as a Software Engineer. In the first five years of his career he worked extensively on Linux platform developing solutions in the field of voice, fax, and email messaging and alert systems. In 2003 he shifted gear and joined Microsoft building enterprise application on SQL Server & .NET Platform. Apart from doing deep dives in the latest technologies and their innovative usage in projects, Sanjay is immensely
The session came to an end after the second seminar by Naseer Ahmed, senior engineer at qualcomm.com. Also he is an alumni of MJCET he gave a seminar on Game Development using Andriod Technology. It was an interesting seminar and everyone applauded him.

The event was a great success and we further look forward to organize weekly quality events, seminars and workshops to develop technical interests among the members under the IEEE Computer Society chapter.